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The need for constructing larger fishing as exemplified 
by the existence of this centre, carried it 
implications, not least of which, 1s the recognition of the necessity 
for boats and more efficient methods of fishing than have been 
on in the past. It implies a revolution, problema 
inevitable with all industrial revoluti ons. Industrial Revolution 
which took place in Europe 150 brought with it problems, both 
human and social in the of large sectors of the populations 
rural to urban areas, and technical in deVising the new machinery and 
methods needed for the new era. In the same way, fishing revolution, 
in the catching fish by mechanised methods, will bring both social 
and technical with it. 
In the past, while several methods of been 
used in freshwaters, only three to date have of 
i mportance in areas. These are 
and of these gill-netting in lakes in 
general, by far the important, for more than of the 
catch value. This is despite the fact unlike long-lining and 
seining, which are much older methods, for example already in 
existence on Lake (Nyasa) when Livingstone first saw the lake in 
1859, gill-netting first introduced into Africa as recently as 1905 
(Jackson 1971). Gill-netting is a simple method fishing, easy to 
l ea rn, and requiring only a i nvestment in equipment and gear. 
other hand, mechanised fishing (which may defined fishing 
t he gear hauled by winch of by hand) is 
a large investment in boats and landing facilities and 
more difficult to learn. 
Because of its simplicity it has possible for very 
large of people to establish themselves in the trade of fishing 
using gill-netl, seines and long-lines. Thus on many lake., Lake 
Victoria for there are Villages or fish landing 
at very short intervals;' there often only a few 
between each along the lake shorelines. 
To discuss the advantages and disadvantages of these 
it can of all be said that advantages are quite 
due to the cheapness and simplicity of the gear, and, 
concerns us Boat-building Centre, the inherent advantages 
of canoe-type fishing vessels. The great advantagea of 
canoes are the first cost and their ability to be beached on 
landing. facility for landings OD the 
these needing no costly capital construction such or 









fresh or dried, can transported by head-load or bicycle. Such 
scale as repeat themselves innumerably 
around shoreline of many lakes, and their 
against mechanised craft entering the gill-net fishery. To haul gill-net. 
by powered drum means much greater capital cost of ves.el and 
to ensure profitability the catch must be high, requiring a large 
ve s sel in turn requires the large cost of jetty lle 
a longside, cold-store to preserve the large catch until sold or 
processed, and a good access road to enable wheeled vehicles to bring in 
supplies and transport catch. It is very probable the 
gill-netter cannot compete against the •• 
Thus, because of the low cost 
canoe fishing technique provides a livelihood for many thousands of 
ot he rwise perhaps unemployed advantage which, for 
reasons if no other, is unlikely be large mechanised 
gill-netters. From a marketing point of view, the system also has its 
insofar as the widely scattered points of landing 
fac i litates the distribution of catches to consumers in the 
neighbouring hinterland wi thout necessity for elaborate and costly 
road systems, with garages, re-fuelling points for vehicles, bridges etc. 
It has said above that a gill-netter cannot 
pro f itably the canoes and when the above additional 
of a canoe fishery are considered, one may tempted to 
whether it is in necessary at all to change such an 
apparently satisfactory However, the its disadvantages 
a s Gill-netting is by and large an inefficient method of 
i n us ing much for low returns. It is e.sentially an inshore, 
sheltered water and because of this it may threat of 
over-fishing of species, particularly Tilapia, because it often 
takes near nursery grounds. all it cannot, in bodics of 
of or depth, yield by itself the total harvest of which 
the 1s The canoes are not seaworthy do not go 
out enough, and do not bring enough catches. Beach-seining, 
too, is once inefficient exploiting only the 
area and the same time very likely detrimental to a Tilapia fi.hery, 
almost commercially valuable of all fisheries of the 
1s an inshore fish with an elaborate breeding using 
courtship displays and the construction of often elaborate nests in 
which to rear the young in the early stages. A seine net interfere 
with this process dragging over and flattening out nests, interfering 
with pre-breeding courtship behaviour taking with 
eggs and fry in the mouth. is considerable that any 
reduction in beach-seining, such a.s caused in the last decade in 
African due to unprecedentedly high rises in lake level floodina 
seine beaches, proved beneficial to the Tilapia fishery. 
these reasons it is desirable to introduce 
larger but the difficulties the fishery is up 
against, particularly in early stages as outlined 
clearly under.tood if the venture is to a success. 
the gill-netter I have .ai d, 
profitably the canoes, a trawler or pur.e-seiner can 
This is because it will in a short and further 
away, greatly the of a large of canOes •• 
require .ets of apprOXimately 14 hours to bring in 








very per man year. One canoe with a crew of 3 will catch, on 
average, about 6 tons of fish per year. with modern 
fisbing this is very little indeed. modern fishing trawler, 
for example with a crew of working on Lake Victoria, might 
catch the in a considerations of high 
cost of vessel and shore apply. The vessel must large, 
which in turn the high cost of jetty to lie 
cold.store to preserve large catch until sold or processed, 
a good access road to whoeled vehicles to bring in supplies 
and transport the catch. For profitahlc vessel 
be large enough to in catch per unit time of use. 
Such considerations critical on Lake Victoria, where 
long shore installations such cold ice plants etc., 
are at prescnt entirely lacking. This prompted the UNDP(SF)/FAO Lake 
Victoria Fisheries ProjectOto calculatc that thc minimum 
of efficiently and economically to catch a significantly 
larger of the present canoe fishery, is 11-12 
metres in overall with an insulated hold of about 10 to bold 
approximately 5·6 tons ef fish at time. Ideally such a vessel with 
crew of '40r 5 would catch tons of at averagc of 300 kg./hr. 
in 24 hours continuou s 60 hours practical sea time. Using 
the data of daily catch of 16 kg. by one 
sail craft carrying 60 totalling 3,000 yards of 
length in 20 hours practical sea it would take approximately 
125 conoes, with a crew of 375 to cctch this quantity of fish in 
They would however need no jetty, and 6 tons of 
fish handled by or hcadload at a 120·canoe 
in days, no ice·plant or cold no roads. 
Thcse cri the belief that under 
conditions the "ncxt size up" native canoe is a vessel 40 feet 
Nothing in is economically in the first 
of a breakthrough into mechanised fishing. there are of 
ether considerations. the of whichois the need 
to increase greatly the present catches to prOVide additional 
to it more widely increase its quality. 
For this reason fleets of 15·20 trawlers 8S minimum are 
enVisaged viable units for Lake Victoria 
enough fish (500 tens per each) to justify the cost of 
9f the non·existent shoreside facilities essential for their use. 
The of approximately 12 metres in overall length 
is being ccnstructed at this Centre follows very as a 
result of considerations. It also result of 
considerations of them i.e., to do with the crew to run 
and technical in to the details of construction and 
the personnel side it as is usual 1n 
countries, that the vessel itself in general, and its equipment and sear 
should be simple possible operate in view of the present 
of expertise in any field of fishing or of larger vessel 
construction. From the standpoint capital should be 
kept as low aa possible. From the technical viewpoint it was desirable 
that such vessel., of which this may hopefully the prototype, 















would the of to pay currency for 
ve.sels to loaetbe job and skill opportunities that 
the establishment of local would provide. such ships 
are to be built considerations local 
be used much poss i ble. This ruled out the use of Glass 
Reinforced Plastic as construct i on since, it have 
to be purchased overseas. The present high cost of timber, due to its 
relative scarcity its increas i ng for use in the huilding 
furniture trades, together with high incidence of dry rot, militated 
against the use of this of these factors, 
was finally decided upon as due to the fact that 
hoth cement and sand locally much of the re-inforcing 
work is locally Other paper. will with 
technical details of of this type of vessel; let it suffice 
for to with its very large its winch and 
type such vessel this holds every opportunity of 
the medium for into 
fishing o n a scale in African lakes. 
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